It is taken a violent fall of the international stocks market that was an American Subprime Mortgage Situation. The loss rate of individual investor judged than foreigner and institution by bigger thing. Therefore, further scientific and mechanical investment is needed at the stock investment using Internet HTS. This dissertation is stocks profit rate analysis which uses individual․engine foreigner Knowledge Base HTS at the Bear Period the Bear Wave Period the Bull Period the Bull Wave Period. Knowledge Based e-friend HTS was Installed. HTS does composite stock exchange index in actuality stock trading and engine's fund earning rate, yield that is abroad comparative analysis using trend line that is HTS tool, MACD, Bollinger Bands, Stochastic slow's function. Usually, each subjects suppose that deal 5 stocks, and comparative study of the profit(loss)rate of the down to earth falling rate and rising rate, by comparing the earning rate of 5 Small capital stocks with 5 medium capital stocks and 5 Large capital stocks during the bear period, the bear wave period, the bull period, the bull wave period has meaning at the making research of the financial IT field.
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